
The Story of the Coming of Human Beings 
(Third Cosmic Fable) 

 
Notes: 

● Earth is 4.6 billion years old.  Our genus (Homo) goes back to 2.5 million years ago, but our 
species (Homo sapiens) has only been around for 200,000 years.  The first civilization existed 
between 5-6,000 years ago. 

● There’s no material because the material is US!  We’re going to talk about what’s special 
about human beings.  Point this out to the children so they are not expecting a material. 

● This is the last fable that’s authored by Nature.  The coming fables are creations of humanity, 
but humanity is a creation of Nature. Montessori speaks of a psychosphere after the 
entrance of the human being.  There’s a new kind of cosmic energy that appears when 
humans appear. 

   
Pre-requisites: The children must have heard the earlier two fables and the children should’ve seen 
and heard the Long Black Strip. 
 
Story: 
 
Before I tell you this new story, do you remember the story of life?  Do you remember the timeline of 
life?  Do you remember that at the end of the timeline there was a picture of a special being, a 
human being?  We have already spoken about the earth, about how land and water settled down, 
and then trouble came and life came to take care of the problem, and purified the water.  We heard 
about how plants came to live on the land and how some of the animals started to get very big; how 
with the amphibians there was the first voice to be heard on the land; how birds sang, flew, and built 
nests; and eventually the Earth was ready and there came human beings, human beings like us.  Do 
you remember just how very long the long black strip was?  It took us such a long time to unroll it, 
and right at the end we saw the time that human beings had lived on the Earth, when they came, 
and how long they’ve been here.  That tiny white strip showed us that. 
 
Today we want to think about human beings, to think about what makes human beings, what makes 
us special and different.  Human beings are different from other creatures.  Maybe you think I’m 
thinking of the human body – it’s true that the human body is different in some ways, but it’s not the 
only thing that is different.  The human mind is also different.  We can think, of course, that’s what 
the mind is for.  We can also wonder, question, and imagine!  Maybe you’re wondering about what 
you’re going to hear next, for example.  Well, that’s thinking.  When human beings came to the earth, 
they too thought and they wondered.  They could see the sun, they could feel the warmth of the sun 
when it shone in the sky, and they could wonder about the sun.  They could see the sun’s journey 
through the sky during the day and they could see it sink at the end of the day.  They saw the sun 
rise again the next morning and they wondered: Where did the sun come from when it rose?  Where 
did it go when it disappeared? They wondered about how and why things happened.   (Note: 
Naturally, the sun figures highly in mythology). 
 
So the human beings could feel the wind, how it cooled them when it was hot during the day and 
they could think about that and wonder about that.  Where does the wind come from?  Where does 
the wind go?  They thought about the rain.  Where does the rain come from?  At night they looked at 
the heavens (they didn’t have electricity back then).  They had the sun, moon and stars, so they 



would look at the heavens and see the stars.  They wondered about them, and some human beings 
made up stories about the sun, the wind, the rain, and the stars.  Sometimes, we can still find stories 
that seem to be so old, almost as though they go back to those long ago times of the early human 
beings.  So human beings now and back then think, wonder, imagine, and reason about how things 
happened and the way they happened.  They could do all of this because of this special mind.  We 
too have that special mind.  
  
There’s something else that made human beings different from other creatures: love.  Human 
beings can love in a special way; not all of them do but all of them can.  Of course we love our 
parents, our brothers and sisters; parents love their children and we all love our friends.  But what’s 
really special about the way human beings can love is that apart from loving the people we know, it’s 
also possible to love people we don’t know.  For example, we can love all the children in the world.  It 
doesn’t mean that we can reach them physically to hug them or kiss them, but it means that we can 
wish them well, that we can hope that none of them are cold or hungry or unhappy.  When we wish 
others well, we can think of that as love.  We can also love the place where we live.  We can love 
animals, plants, and everything about the Earth.   
 
Let’s think back again.  When human beings came to the earth, they came with certain abilities; 
actually each creature has its own abilities or powers to do things that others can’t do.  Human 
beings also have abilities that others don’t have; we want to think about that today.  Each kind of 
animal is given a special kind of life.  Each animal is given a way of living according to a particular 
pattern.  It’s almost as though a particular animal and a certain way of life completely go together. 
The same thing is often true for plants, as well.  For example, each animal eats what’s special to its 
life.  What do cows eat?  Grass.  They don’t willingly eat anything except grass.  They even have 
special stomachs so that they can eat the grass.  What do you think squirrels like to eat?  Nuts and 
acorns.  Not grass! 
 
Let’s think about birds, what do they eat?  Worms, seeds, snakes, and fish.  Each kind of bird has its 
particular diet.  Do you know what chickens do?  They eat whatever they can find on the ground, but 
even the chickens don’t eat grass.  What about earthworms?  What does that name tell you?  They 
eat the earth that they move around in.  Aren’t their bodies just ideal for living in the earth? 
Sometimes an animal's body tells us what they eat, what’s their diet.   
 
What about human beings?  Do we all eat the same things?  I ate a lot of different things last week. 
What about you?  (Ask children what they normally eat for lunch or dinner).  Not only do we eat 
different things at different times as individuals, but we can also think of people all over the world. 
They eat all kinds of food!  Do you know what they like to eat in China?  What about Mexico?  If we 
investigate, we’ll discover that people all over the world eat an incredible variety of things.  That 
makes us rather special because we can choose what we eat. 
 
Let’s think about our homes.  What about animals’ homes?  They make them themselves.  What do 
birds make?  Nests.  Have you seen that different types of birds make different types of nests?  A 
certain kind of bird always makes a certain kind of nest, a particular kind of home.  Is this true of 
human beings?  No.  We have different kinds of homes, like apartments or houses.  Some buildings 
are made of stone, bricks, wood.  Some people live very high up in buildings in the center of the city, 
while some people live on boats.  If we think about human beings all over the world and long ago, 
then it’s amazing to think that some people used to live in caves and some people still do. 
 



What about how we cover ourselves?  Animals always have the same covering.  They certainly can’t 
take off their coats when it gets cold.  For example, cats always have the same coat, made of the 
same stuff, in the same color.  But you come into the classroom wearing all kinds of different clothes 
and different colors.   
 
So human beings don’t have only one way of eating, covering themselves, and finding shelter.  They 
can choose, but we don’t get anything for nothing.  So that leads us to a special gift that human 
beings have.  Hands.  We use our hands for all sorts of things, for making things.  We can use our 
hands to make our clothes, build our homes, and cook our food.  You can think about all the 
different things we can do with our hands.  Because human beings came walking on two legs, which 
is a very special phenomenon, their hands were free for doing and making, for creating, and for 
working.  Human beings come with three really special gifts: a special mind, a special love, and 
hands. 
 
If we think of those gifts, they truly are special and they make human beings very special.  I will tell 
you other stories about human beings but always when we hear stories about human beings, you 
can think of them as really being stories about human intelligence, human love, and human work 
done by those hands. 
 


